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What is the Case for Change?

What are the implications for Internal Audit?

Wrap up and next steps

Today’s agenda



What is the Case for 
Change?

The better the question. The better the answer. The better the world works.
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Organizations are managing evolving consumer 
expectations, new partnerships, dynamic ecosystems, 
changing industry boundaries, disruptive business 
models and new competitive domains.

Every industry is changing and the cycles of change 
are moving ever faster. 

Industry convergence is touching every market segment. 

From technology and climate, to geopolitics and trade, 
the outside landscape is changing dramatically.

Operating models are shifting – employees seek 
purpose-driven organizations; full time roles are being 
replaced by gig work; nature of work is changing due to 
technological advances 
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A breath-taking pace of change …

Digital disruption is a strategic imperative.
The world is changing at an unprecedented pace and will never move this slowly again. 
Competitive advantage is only achieved through disruption and innovation.

This rapid pace of disruption brings on new risks including 
regulatory change. 
Disruption is bringing new challenges and an added level of complexity that most 
organisations have never experienced.

Trust is imperative for success and longevity.
To deliver value to the organisation, leadership must prioritise building in trust by design 
to understand the risk portfolio and seize disruption with confidence.
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… demands a new and different way of thinking

Until now, the assurance provided by Internal Audit has typically 
focused on avoiding negative outcomes. To thrive in the 
transformative age, Internal Audit needs to embrace disruption.

Real-time risk intelligence drives agile audit 
planning and delivery.

Data and technology offer huge potential and opportunity 
to Internal Audit to move away from traditional ways of 
working.

Changing skills and capability needs will drive a different 
Internal Audit workforce of the future. 
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Digitalization
The key game changer

We stand on the brink of a technological revolution that will fundamentally alter the way we live, work, and relate to one 
another. In its scale, scope, and complexity, the transformation will be unlike anything humankind has experienced before. 

World Economic Forum

Sectors are converging at 

lightning speed; creating new 
risks and opportunities

50%
of Fortune 500 Companies from

2006 no longer exist

Technology

People

IndustryNew markets and products

Evolving risk and compliance 
requirements

Increasing competition from non-
traditional players

Customer digital demand 
increasing

Diverse and 
distributed workforce

Talent shortage and 
retention

Data rich, insight poor, new threats

Disruption and innovation in 
technology

Regulatory-driven business model 
and reporting changesRegulation

Complex processes and 
fragmented systems

Emerging role of the 
‘Data Scientist’

Are you ready:

• To respond to 
changes to the risk 
profile?

• To digitalize 
yourself?

• To deliver more 
impactful results?
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The changing risk landscape 
Organizations will need to shift their focus from simply mitigating risk to embracing new upside opportunities

User adoption
Adoption rate of social media and mobile platforms 

Return on assets

Performance of assets relative to cost

Market penetration

Return on investment (ROI) relative 
to cost

Talent management

Achieving expected benefits while 
managing the impact to people, 
processes and technology

Employee fraud

Efforts to use one’s occupation for 
personal gain

Information security

Unauthorized information systems 
and infrastructure activity 

Financial integration

Integration of two previously 
disparate systems

Regulatory compliance

Adherence to new laws and regulations

Risks that offer benefits
Risks significant to the 
organization’s ability to execute its 
business strategy and achieve its 
objectives

Risks that offer negative 
or positive benefits

Risks beyond the organization’s 
control

Risks that offer negative 
impacts
Risks an organization is focused on 
eliminating, avoiding, mitigating or 
transferring in a cost-effective 
manner 

Competitive shifts

Actions by competitors to block 
market penetration

Geopolitical

Changes to politics, geography, 
demography and economics that 
influence a nation or region

Natural disasters

Acts of nature whose impacts are 
typically significant

Tax law

Adherence to new tax codes and 
regulations

Outside
risks

Upside
risks

Down-side 
risks



Wrap-up and next steps 
What are the 

implications for Internal 
Audit?
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Mentimeter – Input from the participants
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Key issues Chief audit executives are facing

Challenges:

Limited Risk Coverage only 
focusing in-house

No capability to perform full 
population testing

No capacity and capability to 
perform full root cause analysis

Traditional backward looking 
approach

Annual Risk Assessment

Only reporting what has 
happened in the past

Not relevant for their 
stakeholders (C-Suite, AC) 

No time to focus on risks and 
topics beyond todays scope

As of today:

All tools are providing a process flow or are scattered to address some of the challenges isolated 
only

The CAEs are looking for:

Full Risk Coverage of the defined audit universe (breadth and depth)

Full population testing

Full root cause analysis

Mix of continuous Risk Monitoring and periodical Risk Assessment

Combination of (traditional) backward looking approach, real-time and predictive analysis

Mix of reactive and proactive audit response

Become more relevant through deeper insights

More time to focus on risks and topics beyond todays scope

Flexible, differentiating and industralized reporting capabilites
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Internal Audit needs to be innovative and re-define their strategy

Current expectations Future expectations

The internal audit function needs to be innovative and re-define the strategy and operating model for the digital age

Baseline Assurance
Baseline Assurance and shift to become Change Agent, 

Anticipative Monitor and Business CounselorWHAT?

IA Function
IA Function incl. 

Robots, Guest auditors, Talents, 
Subject Matter Resources

WHO?

Manual

Samples

Automated

Full populationHOW?

On-site only
Anywhere

EverywhereWHERE?

Annual Audit plan

Reactive to events

Continuous

Flexible Audit Plan

Proactive prior to events
WHEN?
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The Case for Change
Vision for the future of IA to gain trust in the transformative age

In the future, IA will 
be viewed as an air traffic 
control tower. Technology will 
enable real-time risk monitoring 
and timely reporting of high-risk 
findings to instill trust, support 
confident decision making and 
ultimately contribute to 
increased business value. 

This operating model will also 
enable a higher degree of 
flexible sourcing.
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The role of the Internal Audit function is changing

Business counselor
► Focus on strategic topics and actively engaged in 

strategic discussions and problem solving

► Anticipating the future/industry trends and the 
impact on the business

► Fostering change and best practice development
and sharing

Analytics and robotics:

► Prescriptive and trends

Strategic and Innovative view

Change agent
► Focus on trends on why things fail systematically and audit 

against “unknown” rules

► Deep dive in root-cause/and internal best practices for 
recommendations 

► Initiating change 

Analytics and robotics: 

► Descriptive and internal/external data driven 

Current and change view

Anticipative monitor
► Focus on future topics (e.g., missing controls, 

policies and procedures)

► Future impact of recommendations

► Anticipating how the business model is changing

Analytics and robotics: 

► Predictive and real time 

Strategic view

Assurance factory
► Focus on non-negotiable assurance and base level of trust 

and current/past topics

► Current impact of recommendations

► Raising awareness on current/past topics

Analytics and robotics:

► Descriptive and internal data driven 

Current view

Proactive 

Reactive

PartnerPolicing
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Mentimeter – Input from the participants
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How IA is changing – results from EY IA-survey post Covid-19

2%

3%

13%

13%

14%

16%

21%

26%

27%

28%

Governance model

Mandate

Interaction with AC

Reporting format and/or content

Alignment with 1st and 2nd lines

Interaction with management

No

Skillset of IA team

Risk assessment approach

Execution approach / methodology

Use of technology

Interaction with audit committee

Reporting format and/or content

Alignment with 1st and 2nd lines

Interaction with management

No

Skillset of IA team

Risk assessmentapproach

Execution approach and/or methodology

Use of technology

Mandate

Governance model

“Do you see a need or opportunity to change any
part of your IA operating model as you go forward?”

of respondents saw a
need and/or
opportunity to change
the use of technology
in their IA operating
model going forward.

of respondents saw a
need and/or
opportunity to change
at least one part of
their IA operating
model going forward.

42% 79%

42%



Wrap-up and next steps 
Wrap up and next steps
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Key takeaways

Organizations are managing evolving consumer 
expectations, new partnerships, dynamic 
ecosystems, changing industry boundaries, 
disruptive business models and new competitive 
domains. 

CAEs are facing numerous new challenges, for 
instance, lack of capability to perform full population 
testing. 

In this transformative age, the upside and outside 
risks are exponentially more important to 
organizations as they try to stay competitive in a 
disrupted market. 

We stand on the brink of a technological revolution 
and the role of the internal audit is evolving rapidly. 

New technology creates massive opportunities for 
the internal audit, but it is also challenging to adapt. 
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People

Organization

Technology

In the next webinar we will be looking closer at the role of technology in the 
development of internal audit
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People

Organization

Technology

Technology creates massive opportunities for internal audits, governance, risk 
and compliance functions. However, it requires collective effort from 

management and employees to successfully reap the fruits.

In the next webinar we will be looking closer at the role of technology in the 
rapid development of internal audit



See you in five weeks!
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